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Abstract. Strong variations of intensity and cutoff frequency
of the auroral hiss were observed by INTERBALL-2 and PO-
LAR satellites at high altitudes, poleward from the auroral
oval. The hiss intensifications are correlated with the auroral
activations during substorms and/or pseudo-breakups. The
low cutoff frequency of auroral hiss increases with the dis-
tance between the aurora and the satellite footprint. Mul-
ticomponent wave measurements of the hiss emissions on
board the POLAR spacecraft show that the horizontal com-
ponent of the Poynting flux of auroral hiss changes its direc-
tion in good accordance with longitudinal displacements of
the bright auroras. The vertical component of the Poynting
flux is directed upward from the aurora region, indicating that
hiss could be generated by upgoing electron beams. This re-
lationship between hiss and the aurora dynamics means that
the upgoing electron beams are closely related to downgoing
electron beams which produce the aurora. During the auro-
ral activations the upgoing and downgoing beams move and
change their intensities simultaneously.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Auroral phenomena;
Plasma waves and instabilities; Storms and substorms)

1 Introduction

Broadband VLF auroral hiss is an electromagnetic wave phe-
nomenon, often observed in the vicinity of the Earth’s auroral
regions (e.g. Sazhin et al., 1993; Andre, 1997; LaBelle and
Treumann, 2002). A large number of early ground-based
observations confirmed connection of auroral hiss with the
visible aurora and with the substorm magnetic disturbances.
Measurements on board low-orbiting satellites demonstrated
that occurrence of auroral hiss is correlated with electrons
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precipitating at energies 3–4 keV (Gurnett, 1966), or less
than 1 keV (Laaspere and Hoffman, 1976), and with inverted
V electron precipitation events (Gurnett and Frank, 1972).
Ground-based and rocket observations also revealed close as-
sociation between VLF hiss and the auroral arc in the evening
sector (Bering et al., 1987). Results of satellite studies at
low altitudes show that auroral hiss propagates in the whistler
mode at frequencies below the electron cyclotron frequency
or the electron plasma frequency, whichever is smaller. Mea-
surements of the Poynting flux of auroral hiss at altitudes
below 5000 km demonstrated that in most cases, waves were
propagating downward (Gurnett et al., 1971; Kasahara et al.,
1995). At low altitudes, downgoing auroral hiss is consid-
ered to be generated below the auroral potential drop by
downgoing field-aligned electrons (from 100 eV to above
1 keV) by the Landau resonance (Maggs, 1976; Maggs and
Lotko, 1981).

The DE-1 spacecraft carried out first observations of au-
roral hiss at higher altitudes between 1 and 4RE (Gurnett et
al., 1983). Whistler mode auroral hiss was almost always
observed by the spacecraft when it crossed the auroral zone.
Auroral hiss usually has a specific funnel-shaped lower fre-
quency boundary. Gurnett et al. (1983) explained this fea-
ture by the limitation of ray angles for whistler-mode waves
propagating upward with wave vectors close to the resonance
cone. This explanation has been experimentally confirmed
only recently (Santolı́k and Gurnett, 2002). Direct measure-
ments of the wave normal and the Poynting flux direction
on the POLAR satellite at a radial distance of 5RE showed
that funnel-shaped auroral hiss propagates upward with the
Poynting flux directed outward from the auroral oval. The
wave vectors were found to be close to the whistler mode
resonance angle.

Since downgoing auroral hiss observed at low altitudes
closely correlates with downgoing low-energy electrons
beams, Gurnett et al. (1983) supposed that auroral hiss at
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Fig. 1. Projection of the INTERBALL-2 orbit on 3 December 1996 (dots on the trajectory mark 10-min intervals) and location of magnetic
stations of the IMAGE network (big points). Boundaries of the auroral particle precipitation zone (dashed lines) discovered from the ground
and satellite observations are also shown, as well as the position of the bright auroral arc inside of the precipitation zone. The arrow marks
the projection of the satellite along magnetic field lines on the ionosphere for the onset of auroral hiss near 20:13 UT on INTERBALL-2 (see
Fig. 2).

altitudes of DE-1 is produced by upgoing beams of elec-
trons from the acceleration region located at lower altitudes.
However, sufficiently energetic upgoing electron beams were
rarely visible in particle data in the early satellite experi-
ments (Klumpar and Heikkila, 1982), whereas auroral hiss
was recorded very frequently during the DE-1 auroral zone
crossings (Gurnett et al., 1983). More recently, observations
of the FAST spacecraft have shown that upward energetic
electron beams with energies up to several keV are fairly of-
ten registered in the auroral zone (Carlson et al., 1998a, b).
The upward beams were observed above the auroral zone in
winter months at altitudes between 2000 and 4000 km in 78%
of the passes. These beams might be the source of auroral
hiss at high altitudes.

In this paper we present the auroral hiss observations per-
formed by the INTERBALL-2 and POLAR satellites at high
altitudes of more than 2RE , poleward from the auroral oval.
The intense auroral hiss bursts, with fast and significant vari-
ations of the low cutoff frequency, were registered by satel-
lites in the polar cap. It is important to note that during
these events the satellites were close to their apogee, had
low orbital velocities and, as a consequence, the latitude of
the satellite footprint almost did not change. Therefore, the
variations of auroral hiss frequency were not related to the
change in the satellite position, as was the case of the DE-1

observations. It is reasonable to think that in our cases the
amplitude and frequency variations of auroral hiss were re-
lated to intensifications of the source of the auroral hiss and
to its motion relative to the satellite. The aim of the present
paper is to investigate this possibility by studying the relation
of hiss to the auroral dynamics. Similar comparison of auro-
ral hiss and the aurora has been done for two events on the
INTERBALL-2 satellite (Titova at al., 1999).

The INTERBALL-2 satellite was launched on 29 Au-
gust 1996, with an apogee of 19 200 km, perigee of 800 km
and inclination of 62.8◦. The observations of VLF/ELF
waves were performed in November and December 1996,
when the INTERBALL-2 apogee was projected on the night-
side of the polar cap at latitudes of 72–75◦. Broadband
VLF wave measurements were made for the electric and
magnetic field components in the frequency range 20 Hz–
20 kHz. The detailed description of the wave measurements
by the INTERBALL-2 satellite was done by Mogilevsky et
al. (1998) and Lefeuvre et al. (1998). For the analysis of
auroral dynamics the ground-based aurora observations at
Loparskaya and Lovozero stations (Kola peninsula, north-
west of Russia) were used, together with the imager data
from the POLAR and DMSP satellites.

The POLAR satellite was launched in February 1996 into
a polar orbit with an apogee of 50 000 km and a perigee
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Fig. 2. INTERBALL-2 electron flux and VLF wave observations on 3 December 1996. Top panel: Spectrogram of the electric component
of VLF emissions. The arrow marks the onset of auroral hiss near 20:13 UT on INTERBALL-2. Bottom panel: INTERBALL-2 electron
energy-time spectrogram in the range 0.02–14 keV. The electron counts rates C (counts/s) are color-coded.
Appearance of auroral hiss on board INTERBALL-2 is situated well poleward from the auroral oval, and it correlates with the beginning of
a weak localized magnetic bay at station SOR (Fig. 3).

of 14 000 km. POLAR has three orthogonal electric anten-
nas, triaxial magnetic search coils, and a magnetic loop an-
tenna. The Plasma Wave Instrument (PWI) on the POLAR
spacecraft (Gurnett et al., 1995) was designed to provide
wave measurements in the frequency range from 0.1 Hz to
800 kHz. Several receiver systems were used to process the
data: a wideband receiver, a high-frequency waveform re-
ceiver (HFWR), a low-frequency waveform receiver, multi-
channel analyzers, and sweep frequency receivers (SFR).

2 Observations

2.1 Auroral hiss and weak disturbances of the pseudo-
breakup type

Let us consider the relationship between auroral hiss and
aurora dynamics for weak disturbances. A typical exam-
ple of auroral hiss during weak magnetic disturbances of the
pseudo-breakup type occurred on 3 December 1996. Fig-
ure 1 shows the INTERBALL-2 satellite trajectory for the
event of 3 December 1996. At 19:30 UT and 19:53 UT
the INTERBALL-2 crossed the evening auroral zone bound-
aries, which are marked with a dashed line. Then, the

satellite remained for almost one hour poleward of the
auroral oval and came back into the precipitation zone
at about 20:55 UT. Figure 2 shows the boundaries of
the auroral particle precipitation zone discovered from the
INTERBALL-2 electron energy spectrogram in the range
0.02–14 keV.

During this pass the satellite observed several types of
ELF/VLF emissions (Fig. 2). Inside the auroral zone from
19:30 UT to∼19:55 UT ELF hiss was detected. Auroral
hiss with increasing frequency was detected just poleward of
the auroral zone near 19:55 UT. This was a weak polar part
of the funnel-shaped auroral hiss observed by DE-1 (Gurnett
et al., 1893). Soon afterwards, at 20:00 UT, a burst of nar-
rowband ELF hiss at frequency about 1 kHz occurred and,
simultaneously, electron flux at energy of 20–30 eV was ob-
served on INTERBALL-2 (Fig. 2). The bursts of narrowband
ELF hiss appear sometimes in the nightside auroral zone at
high altitudes; however, their origin has not been understood
yet (Santoĺık et al., 2001).

A new intensification of auroral hiss with a lower cutoff
frequency at 3 kHz started at about 20:13 UT. This intensi-
fication of auroral hiss correlates with the beginning of the
magnetic bay at the Soroya (SOR) station (Fig. 3) and with
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Fig. 3. Magnetograms of the IMAGE network stations for 3 Decem-
ber 1996. The arrow marks the onset of auroral hiss near 20:13 UT
on INTERBALL-2 (Fig. 2). The very weak magnetic disturbance
about 50 nT started almost simultaneously with the appearance of
auroral hiss. The disturbance is visible only on one single station
(Soroya at a geomag. latitude of 67.2◦).

the appearance of an auroral arc, registered by a TV camera
in Lovozero (LOZ). The position of the auroral arc is shown
in Fig. 1. Magnetograms obtained from the Scandinavian
IMAGE network, presented in Fig. 3, show that the magnetic
disturbance was registered only by the Soroya station and
was very weak (about 50 nT); this allows us to classify it as
a pseudo-breakup.

The lower frequency cutoff of the auroral hiss was con-
stant and then it started to decrease gradually. The frequency
minimum has been achieved at 20:55 UT, as the satellite was
again crossing the polar boundary of the auroral zone, when
the ELF hiss was detected. Unfortunately, there are no data
available on auroras from the POLAR satellite for this event,
and we could not trace the global auroral dynamics in detail.
But we can see that when the INTERBALL-2 satellite was
moving nearly tangentially, just outside of the auroral oval, it
registered a relatively stable low frequency cutoff of auroral
hiss.

In other pseudo-breakup cases that we have analyzed from
the INTERBALL-2 polar-cap orbits, the appearance of auro-
ral hiss was often well-correlated with the beginning of weak
magnetic disturbances and with an intensification of single
arcs. Usually, during such weak disturbances there were no
significant movements of auroras, and the low frequency cut-
off of auroral hiss did not change.
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Fig. 4. Relationships between the low frequency cutoff of auroral
hiss and the distance from INTERBALL-2 footprint to aurora for
weak disturbances.(a) Invariant latitudes of the INTERBALL-2
footprint (squares) and aurora (triangles) for different lower cut-
off frequencies of auroral hiss. The greater the difference is be-
tween latitudes of the aurora and the INTERBALL-2 footprint, the
higher the low frequency cutoff is of auroral hiss on the satel-
lite. (b) Dependence of auroral hiss cutoff frequency, flow, on
the difference between the invariant latitudes of the INTERBALL-
2 footprint and aurora. The regression equation (dashed line) is
flow(1λinv)=(0.4±0.1)1λinv+(0.4±1.0), the slope1flow /1λinv

is equal to 0,4 kHz/deg.

2.2 Relationships between the lower frequency cut-
off of auroral hiss and the distance between the
INTERBALL-2 footprint and aurora for weak distur-
bances

In this section we will consider how the low frequency cut-
off of auroral hiss depends on the distance of the satellite
footprint from the aurora. We have selected several cases of
the weak auroral intensifications (pseudo-breakup) without
any significant auroral expansion, as observed by the ground-
based TV cameras or by the POLAR imagers. During each
of these events the INTERBALL-2 satellite was situated near
apogee in the nightside polar cap; geomagnetic latitude of the
satellite varied only within 2◦ (73◦–75◦), whereas the aurora
latitude changed within 10◦ (61◦–71◦, Fig. 4a).

The low frequency cutoff of auroral hiss increases along
with the decrease of the aurora latitude (Fig. 4a) and with the
latitudinal difference between the INTERBALL-2 footprint
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Fig. 5. Upper panel: spectrogram of the electric component of VLF waves recorded by INTERBALL-2 on 24 November 1996 during the
development of a strong substorm. Bottom panel: sequence of auroral images obtained by POLAR satellite VIS imager. The images are in
InvLat-MLT coordinates. The INTERBALL-2 footprint is indicated by black points.

and the aurora (Fig. 4b). This increase could be related to the
propagation of the whistler waves characterized by the wave
normal angle on the resonance cone and generated in a source
situated on the auroral field lines (Gurnett et al., 1983).

2.3 Auroral hiss and intense substorms

Let’s consider an example of auroral hiss observed by
INTERBALL-2 during an intense substorm on 24 November
1996. Figure 5 presents the spectrogram of VLF emissions

obtained by INTERBALL-2 (on the upper panel) and the au-
roral data from the POLAR satellite (on the bottom panel).
During this event, INTERBALL-2 was close to its apogee,
and its magnetic projection (footprint) on the ionosphere only
slightly changed during the time interval of interest. Auro-
ral hiss appeared at about 22:25 UT, when INTERBALL-
2 was situated in the polar cap at a latitude of 74◦. This
correlates with weak auroral intensification at the latitude of
60◦ in the early morning sector. When the cutoff frequency
of auroral hiss was near 6 kHz, the latitude of this weakly
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Fig. 6. The projection of the POLAR orbit on 15 December 1996 is shown by a line marked with time points. The dark areas “a”, “b”, “c”
show schematically the position of aurora maximum for the different times. A circle is the field of view of the all-sky TV camera situated in
Lovozero.

intensified aurora remained almost unchanged. The analy-
sis of the IMAGE magnetometer network data showed that
auroral hiss and the aurora started simultaneously with the
onset of a strong (∼500 nT) substorm. A new auroral in-
tensification appears in the midnight sector, as it is shown
by the POLAR imager data for 22:38 UT. After this in-
tensification, the auroral bulge develops, the aurora quickly
moves poleward, and the poleward boundary of the aurora
reaches the INTERBALL-2 footprint at 22:48 UT. This en-
counter is confirmed by the ION instrument data on board
the INTERBALL-2, which measures particles with energies
<30 keV. During the breakup and the poleward motion of
the aurora, the low frequency of auroral hiss quickly de-
creases from 6.5 kHz (at 22:38 UT) to 3 kHz (at 22:45 UT).
It should also be recalled that the invariant latitude of the
INTERBALL-2 footprint almost did not change during this
substorm.

The analysis of about 10 other intense substorms con-
firmed a qualitatively similar behavior of auroral hiss as
we described above for 24 November 1996. When the
INTERBALL-2 satellite was in the polar cap in the night sec-
tor, the appearance of auroral hiss was correlated with the on-
set of the substorm and the corresponding auroral intensifica-
tion. The auroral hiss frequency always decreases during the
substorm expansion phase associated with the fast movement
of the auroral poleward boundary toward the INTERBALL-2
footprint. Note that such poleward movement of the aurora
is typical for the substorm expansion phase.

2.4 Longitudinal dynamics of the auroral hiss source

Below we consider another event showing the relationship
between the auroral hiss characteristics and longitudinal dy-
namics of discrete auroras during a substorm. Multicompo-
nent wave measurements on the POLAR spacecraft allow us
to find direction towards the source and hence to determine
the motion of the source in longitude. Figure 6 shows the
trace of the POLAR satellite for the time interval 17:30–
20:00 UT on 15 December 1996. During this time inter-
val the substorm occurred. Figure 7 (upper panel) represents
the spectrogram of the SFR analyzer (Gurnett et al., 1995),
showing that both auroral hiss at frequencies 1.5–6 kHz and
AKR (f>50 kHz) emissions intensified at about 17:35 UT.
At the same time magnetograms obtained from the IMAGE
network exhibited the intensification of the westward electro-
jet (Fig. 7, lower panel). Further on, we will concentrate on
the interval 17:40–18:10 UT, when the simultaneous wave-
form measurements of the electric and magnetic fluctuations
by the HFW receiver of the plasma wave instrument on the
POLAR satellite enabled us to estimate the direction of the
Poynting vector of auroral hiss.

Figure 8 shows the result of the Poynting vector deter-
mination. The HFWR instrument measured the waveforms
of the three magnetic and three electric components at fre-
quencies below 2 kHz. The data are organized into short
snapshots of 0.458 s which are taken with a periodicity of
128.8 s. Figure 8a represents a time-frequency power spec-
trogram of the electric field fluctuations. Each column is
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Fig. 7. Upper panel: power spectrogram of the electric field in the frequency range 5·102–105 Hz recorded by the POLAR satellite on 15
December 1996. Bottom panel: magnetograms of the Scandinavian IMAGE network for 15 December 1996. The auroral hiss on board
POLAR satellite occurs during a substorm magnetic disturbance registered by the IMAGE network.

obtained as a sum of the power spectra of the separate elec-
tric components from one single snapshot of data. The re-
sults are represented in the frequency range 0.5–2.0 kHz. The
intensifications of the wave power correspond to the bursts
of the auroral hiss shown in the top panel of Fig. 7. Fig-
ures 8b–d show estimations of the three components of the
Poynting flux in the coordinate system, defined by the local
stationary magnetic fieldB0. The z axis is oriented along
B0 (approximately downward in the Northern auroral re-
gion), the x axis is oriented in the plane of the local mag-
netic meridian (to the north), and the y axis (oriented to the
east) completes the system. The three components of the

Poynting flux are normalized by their standard deviations ob-
tained from the properties of the spectral analysis using the
method described by Santolı́k et al. (2001). The results can
be obtained only if the magnetic field fluctuations are strong
enough (>2×10−9 nT2 Hz−1), which is the case only for the
strongest bursts.

First of all, the measurements between 17:40 and
18:10 UT show that the component of the Poynting flux par-
allel to the magnetic field is directed upward at the frequen-
cies of auroral hiss. The meridional component of the flux
is directed mainly northward. As to the longitudinal com-
ponent, its direction changes significantly. At∼17:45 UT
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this component is directed westward, but at 18:02 UT and
18:10 UT it is directed eastward. This means that the source
of emissions moves in longitude in the east–west direction.

Auroral observations are available for this event. Until
∼18:00 UT the auroras were observed from the ground by
the all-sky TV camera situated in Lovozero. Its field of view
is shown in Fig. 6 by a circle. Figure 9 shows a sequence of
selected TV frames demonstrating the aurora development.
The first auroral brightening appears in the eastern horizon
at 17:36 UT, and then the auroral arc propagates from the
east to the west. This clearly says that the substorm cen-
ter is eastward of the Lovozero station (and to the south-east
from the POLAR satellite footprint location). Schematically,
it is shown in Fig. 6 by a dark area. The next auroral ac-
tivation occurred around 17:45 UT. It started as an auroral

arc flash slightly poleward of the preceding one. Again, the
brightening propagates from the east to the west, suggesting
that the substorm activation is eastward of Lovozero. The
auroral activations are associated with a poleward shift of
auroras, so by∼18:00 UT the discrete arcs leave the field
of view of the TV camera. However, information on fur-
ther aurora dynamics can be obtained from the auroral im-
ages from the DMSP F12 and F13 satellites. These data (not
shown) are placed athttp://sd-www.jhuapl.edu/Auroraand at
http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov/. The two satellites had fortunate
passes above the region of interest around 18:10 UT. They
observed the auroral bulge and its westward part (westward
traveling surge – WTS) between Scandinavia and Green-
land (also shown in Fig. 6 as the dark area “b”). Note that
WTS is the region of the most bright and dynamic auroras.

http://sd-www.jhuapl.edu/Aurora
http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov/
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shown in Fig. 6 by a circle. The auroral dynamics for time before 18:00 UT shows that the maximum of aurora activation is eastward of
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Combining the observations from Lovozero and DMSP satel-
lites one can conclude that, although the first substorm acti-
vations started approximately at the same latitude and east-
ward of the Lovozero station, in the late stage of the sub-
storm, the bright discrete auroras shifted poleward and to
the west. This behavior of auroras agrees with the direc-
tion of the Poynting flux obtained from the POLAR PWI
data (Fig. 8). Unfortunately, the POLAR satellite aurora im-
ages are only available starting at 18:30 UT. Nevertheless,
the POLAR imager data confirm poleward-westward devel-
opment of the auroras during this substorm. The location of
bright auroras seen from POLAR at 18:32 UT is also shown
in Fig. 6 (the dark area “c”).

Note that during this event the lower cutoff of whistler-
mode hiss does not show any systematic decrease during the
substorm expansion, as is shown for other strong substorm
events (Fig. 5). This is evidently due to the mutual location
of the satellite and auroras. Indeed, during the substorm ex-
pansion, POLAR moved in the same (north-west) direction
as the auroral bulge did. So, the average distance between
bright auroras and the satellite footprint was relatively sta-
ble.

3 Summary

The main results of auroral hiss observations on the
INTERBALL-2 and POLAR satellites in the nighttime po-
lar cap at high altitudes can be summarized as follows:

– The satellites situated on the nightside and poleward
from the auroral oval recorded strong variations of auro-
ral hiss intensity and frequency. The appearance of au-
roral hiss is correlated with the beginning of both strong
substorms and weak intensifications of isolated auroral
arcs.

– While the satellite footprint latitude remained almost
unchanged, the low frequency cutoff of auroral hiss in
the polar cap varied considerably, within several kHz.
These low frequency cutoff variations were related to
the development of magnetic disturbances and auroral
dynamics. The auroral hiss cutoff frequency always de-
creased during the strong substorm and remained es-
sentially stable during weak disturbances of the pseudo-
breakup type.

– The observed auroral hiss low-frequency cutoff de-
pended on the distance between the satellite footprint
and the aurora. The frequency decreased when the lati-
tude distance between the satellite footprint and the ac-
tive auroras decreased and vice versa.

– The multicomponent wave measurements of auroral
hiss on the POLAR spacecraft show that the waves
propagated upward from the auroral region. The Poynt-
ing vector of auroral hiss turned, according to longitu-
dinal displacements of the maximum of the aurora.
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Fig. 10. A schematic showing the relationship between the characteristics of auroral hiss and the auroral dynamics. The left part shows
the Birkeland current system, where downgoing and upgoing beams of accelerated electrons are formed. The upgoing beams generate the
upgoing VLF waves. Resonance VLF waves having higher frequencies propagate at larger angles to the magnetic field. The right part shows
the auroral hiss frequency alteration depending on the direction of movement of the electron upward acceleration region. The auroral hiss
frequency registered by the satellite in the polar cap decreases as the upward electron acceleration region (a source of auroral hiss) approaches
the satellite and vice versa.

4 Discussion

As we have mentioned in the Introduction, Gurnett et
al. (1983) performed the first analysis of auroral hiss at high
altitudes using the DE-1 satellite data and proposed that (1)
the VLF waves are generated at the resonance cone and prop-
agate upward from a localized source below the spacecraft,
and (2) auroral hiss at high altitudes is produced by an up-
ward beam of low energy electrons. The first hypothesis was
confirmed quite recently on the basis of POLAR satellite ob-
servations. Using multicomponent wave measurements of
the POLAR spacecraft at a radial distance of 5 Earth radii,
Santoĺık and Gurnett (2002) provided the direct evidence that
auroral hiss propagated upward and the wave vectors were
found close to the whistler mode resonance angle. Our re-
sults are also in agreement with the first conclusion of Gur-
nett et al. (1983).

However, the direct confirmation of the second statement
is still absent. Only the example of the auroral hiss correla-
tion with upgoing 50 eV electrons in the dayside polar cusp
was shown (Lin et al., 1984). However, this result contra-
dicts with results by Morgan et al. (1994), who investigated
the role of Landau damping for upward propagating auroral
hiss. Morgan et al. concluded that auroral hiss observed by
DE-1 must be produced by the electron beam with energies
larger than 1 keV.

Our results demonstrate a relationship of time and fre-
quency characteristics of auroral hiss with variations of au-
roras, that is, downgoing electrons. The revealed close con-
nection between auroral hiss and aurora intensifications can
mean that upgoing electron beams intensify simultaneously
and move together with downgoing electron beams produc-
ing the aurora. Such a relationship is consistent with the re-
sults obtained on board the FREJA and FAST satellites. The
FREJA and FAST observations have revealed symmetry be-
tween the two parts of the auroral current circuit. The upward
current region is associated with negative potential structures
accelerating electrons downward towards the Earth’s atmo-
sphere, while the downward current region is associated with
positive potential structures accelerating ionospheric elec-
trons away from the Earth (Klumpar and Heikkila, 1982;
Carlson et al., 1998b). The strong spatial relationship be-
tween up- and downgoing electron beams is also evidenced
by observations of the optical phenomenon called “black au-
rora” (Marklund and Karlsson, 1997). It is accepted that the
black auroras observed near the bright auroral forms corre-
spond to regions of the upward acceleration of electrons.

It is worth noting that the variations of the hiss parameters
reflect the peculiarities of the auroral disturbances, thus the
high-altitude hiss observations at high latitudes could be used
to monitor the development of the auroral substorm dynam-
ics. During the substorm the bright discrete aurora expands
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both poleward and westward. As we have shown, the pole-
ward movement of auroras is associated with the decrease of
the lower-frequency cutoff of hiss, and the westward move-
ment of auroras is related to the turning of the Poynting vec-
tor from east to west.

An auroral substorm lasts for about 1.5 h and consists of
a number of 1-min-long separate activations assembled into
groups with a duration of 5–10 min and a repetition rate
of about 10 min (e.g. Sergeev and Yahnin, 1979; Yahnin et
al., 1983). A similar temporal structure was observed by
the INTERBALL-2 and POLAR satellites (Fig. 7): a few-
minutes-long burst of auroral hiss and AKR at∼100 MHz
were repeated after 10-min-long intervals. Correlation of the
AKR intensity with the downward electron flux that produces
the aurora is well known (Gurnett, 1974). Therefore, the
temporal structure of AKR is related to the fine structure of
quasi-static electric fields generating the auroral activations
during the substorm. The temporal modulation of the auroral
hiss intensity probably means that the same temporal struc-
ture exists in the flux of upgoing electrons, and hence in the
electric field producing the upgoing electron beams.

Another remarkable feature seen from our observations
is that the bursts of auroral hiss correlate not only with the
intense auroral structures during substorms, but also with
rather weak intensifications of isolated auroral arcs. This
means that upgoing electron beams (upward acceleration re-
gions) can exist in connection with separate auroral arcs.

Figure 10 illustrates a possible relationship between down-
and upward electron acceleration and the generation of high
altitude auroral hiss. The left diagram shows particle ac-
celeration regions within the Birkeland current system. The
upward field-aligned current relates to the parallel potential
drop that accelerates magnetospheric electrons downward
into the atmosphere and creates the auroras. In the downward
current regions the intense upgoing beams of field-aligned
electrons with energies up to several keV generate upgoing
VLF waves by Landau resonance.

According to multicomponent wave measurements on the
Polar satellite, the wave vectors of VLF upgoing auroral hiss
are close to the whistler mode resonance angles. Because
the resonance angle of the whistler waves increases with the
frequency and the ray direction is perpendicular to the wave
vector near the resonance angle (Stix, 1992), the angle be-
tween the ray direction and the magnetic field also increases
with increasing frequency. Correspondingly, VLF waves at
higher frequencies deviate strongly from the magnetic field
and propagate across the field lines to larger distances from
the source. When the source of whistler resonance waves
(upgoing electron beam) moves toward a satellite, the satel-
lite records high frequency waves first and lower-frequency
waves afterwards (right diagram in Fig. 10). In other words,
the frequency of the resonant VLF waves should vary de-
pending on the direction to the source: the frequency de-
creases when the source moves towards the satellite and vice
versa. Such a relation between the frequency and the source
position is valid for waves propagated right at the resonance
cone. However, electron beams generate broadband VLF

hiss within some range of angles inside the resonance cone.
Among all the waves the resonant ones deviate greatly from
the magnetic field: this means that the frequency-position re-
lationship discussed above should occur only for the lower
cutoff frequency of auroral hiss, which is indeed observed.

5 Conclusion

Using INTERBALL-2 and POLAR satellites data we found
a relationship between auroral hiss at high altitudes over the
polar caps and the substorm dynamics of aurora. The inten-
sifications of auroral hiss were correlated with the auroral
activations during substorms and/or pseudo-breakups. The
lower cutoff frequency of auroral hiss increases with the dis-
tance between the aurora and the satellite footprint. Consid-
ering the correlation between auroral hiss observed at high
altitudes and the auroral dynamics, we can conclude that the
region of the upgoing electron acceleration appears or be-
comes more intense simultaneously with the variations in the
acceleration region for the downward electrons.

In the present paper, we have only provided a qualita-
tive explanation of the relationship between characteristics of
high altitude auroral hiss and the dynamics of auroras. To use
the auroral hiss observations for the diagnosis of the upward
electron acceleration region, more work is needed. This fu-
ture work should include simulation (modelling) of the gen-
eration of auroral hiss by upgoing electron beams, as well as
modelling of the propagation of whistler-mode waves, taking
into account real parameters of the plasma medium in the ac-
celeration region.
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